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ABSTRACT

1.

In recent years the growing proliferation of small wireless devices able to maintain wireless communications using IEEE
802.11 technologies has enabled the deployment of MANETs
(Mobile Ad Hoc Networks). This fact has stimulated the
demand of multimedia services over this type of networks,
such as video-streaming services. Providing QoS in this environment is a challenging task due to the inherent dynamic
characteristics of these networks. In this paper we propose a-MMDSR (adaptable-Multipath Multimedia Dynamic
Source Routing), a dynamic framework for video streaming services which improves the user perceived quality. We
have perfected our previous approach s-MMDSR (staticMMDSR), a multipath routing protocol based on DSR which
works simultaneously with a cross-layer algorithm. Through
simulations, we demonstrate that the performance of our
proposal framework outperforms DSR and s-MMDSR.

A Mobile Ad Hoc NETwork (MANET) is a communication
network established spontaneously by a set of wireless mobile devices that are capable of communicating with each
other in a peer-to-peer basis. MANETs are self-organized
networks, without the need of any fixed network infrastructure or centralized administrative support. Since the transmission range of these wireless network devices is limited,
intermediate hosts may be needed to transfer data across
the network. Mobile nodes have short-life batteries and
move freely, which may produce frequent changes in network
topology. All these features have to be taken into account
in the design of a proper framework for MANETs.
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INTRODUCTION

Lately, the growing proliferation of small wireless devices
able to maintain wireless communications using IEEE 802.11
technologies has enabled the deployment of MANETs. This
situation has made possible the development of multimedia
services to be deployed over these networks, such as videostreaming services. Multimedia applications have specific
requirements in terms of throughput guarantees, bounded
delay and losses, etc. Thus, new techniques are needed
to provide end-to-end QoS over MANETs, since the wellknown techniques used in wired networks can not be applied
directly. In this paper we propose a-MMDSR (adaptableMultipath Multimedia Dynamic Source Routing), a dynamic
framework for video-streaming services based on a crosslayer algorithm which aims at providing end-to-end QoS to
the user. We have introduced dynamism in the computation of a set of design parameters as well as in the period
of the routing algorithm. These design parameters are dynamically computed depending on the current state of the
network. Our framework provides QoS to multiple sources
of video transmitting simultaneously over the same ad hoc
network, including situations with high traffic loads. Also,
multipath routing techniques have been included to increase
robustness of the ongoing communications as well as to balance the load. In addition, our framework treats packets
with different priorities depending on their relevance within
the video flow.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the general framework where our proposal
lays. Section 3 describes the MMDSR protocol. The dynamism features of our proposal are presented in section 4.
Simulation results to evaluate the benefits of the proposed
scheme are shown in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes
the paper and discusses future work.

2.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Multimedia applications over MANETs have QoS constraints
which need to be fulfilled. The particular features of MANETs
(i.e. mobility, lack of fixed infrastructure, dynamic network
topology, energy constraints) require proper techniques to
be applied. Some protocols have been designed for ad hoc
networks, focusing on different characteristics of the network, such as mobility [1]. Multipath techniques enable load
balancing mechanisms, increase robustness in the transmissions and decrease the end-to-end delay. Different multipath
schemes have been proposed in the literature [2, 3, 4, 5].
We proved in a previous work [6] that it is not worthwhile
to arrange more than three paths simultaneously in a multipath scheme, due to excessive overhead increase and little
improvement. We use a MPEG-2 codification for the video
flow. The most important frames of the coded video flow (I
frames) are sent through the best path available. P frames
are sent through the second best path and B frames through
the third. Also, a four-priorities queuing system in the access of the MAC level is used, so that the more relevant
frames in the video decodification scheme have higher priority than both the best effort data and less relevant frames.
These are the four queues (Q0 to Q3) and the type of traffic
served in each one:
• Q0: MMDSR signaling.
• Q1: high priority packets (I frames).
• Q2: medium priority packets (P frames).
• Q3: low priority packets (B frames + BE).

3.

MMDSR PROTOCOL

In this section we describe the elements of our proposal:
the routing protocol MMDSR, several algorithms, special
packets and parameters that have been designed. We have
started from the plain DSR [7] as the routing engine, since
it is suitable to be easily extended for multipath operation.
As in other multimedia applications, there are the customer
requirements established by means of a Service Level Agreement (SLA). Such SLA specifies network QoS parameters
and their necessary values to provide the committed image quality. These QoS parameters are the minimum expected bandwidth (BWmin ), the maximum percentage of
data losses (pmax ), the maximum delay (dmax ) and the maximum delay jitter (jmax ):
customer req ≡ {BWmin , pmax , dmax , jmax }

(1)

MMDSR has been designed to support multiple sources of
video in the same ad hoc network. All the decisions (i.e.
path selection) and operations (e.g. tuning of configuration
parameters) are managed from the source and they depend
on the state of the network, thus the framework operation
is dynamic and adapts to the environment. Video is distributed using RTP/RTCP (Real Time Protocol/Real Time
Control Protocol) over UDP as the transport protocols.

3.1

Operation

Assuming that a video-streaming communication takes place
between a pair of nodes, the proposed system works basically from the source node. MMDSR periodically discovers
the available paths between source and destination nodes
using the DSR engine. Sending periodic monitoring packets
MMDSR perceives the global state of the available paths
between source and destination. We propose to use two new
QoS parameters created to achieve this goal: Reliability Metric and Mobility Metric.
Previous to starting the video transmission, a Probe Message
(PM) packet is sent from source to destination through each
one of the D paths discovered by the DSR routing engine.
Then, at destination a reply packet is generated to carry the
collected information regarding the quality of the available
paths. This information will be analyzed at the source. A
score is assigned to each one of the paths and they are classified accordingly. After that, the source selects as many
paths as needed by the multipath scheme. The parameters
computed for each one of the available paths are collected
in a vector, path-state:
path − stateik ≡ {BW e, p, d, j, h, RM, M M }ik

(2)

where i is the number of iteration of the algorithm and k
refers to each one of the K selected paths (with K ≤ D).
These parameters are the end-to-end available bandwidth
BW eik , the percentage of losses pik , the delay dik , the delay
jitter jki , the hop distance hik and the two new proposed QoS
parameters designed specially for ad hoc networks: Reliability Metric RMki and Mobility Metric M Mki .
This process is repeated over time with a certain frequency
in order to refresh the paths, as the dynamic nature of
MANETs may produce frequent link breakages and thus the
topology can vary throughout time. In previous versions of
our protocol [6] this period of operation was fixed to 10 seconds, as it was shown to be a proper value from numerous
simulations performed for a typical scenario, as the ones
presented in section 5. In the updated version we present in
this article, the period of operation of our protocol changes
dynamically depending on the state of the network, as we
describe in section 4. In the next subsections we describe the
control packets used in MMDSR, each one of the parameters
present in the path-state and how they are computed.

3.2
3.2.1

Control packets
Probe Messages

At the beginning of each iteration of the algorithm, the
source sends a PM packet through each one of the D discovered paths. Each one of the intermediate nodes of each path
updates the information carried in the PM payload contents
regarding link quality, and includes its current values.
At destination, a time-out is triggered upon the arrival of
the first PM packet. Possible PM packets received after expiration are considered either as lost packets or as a signal
of a path that produces too high delay for the service. After
time-out expiration, a Probe Message Reply (PMR) is generated with all the information collected from all the PM
packets that have arrived in time, and it is sent back to the

xk,i
qualifications of each node j of the path k. Lik correj
sponds to the number of links (i.e. hops) in each path k.
k
This way, RMmean
is computed as follows:

If SIN Rjk,i ≥ 25dB, then xk,i
=3
j
Figure 1: PM and PMR packets.
source through each one of the paths through which a PM
arrived.
The information contained in the PMR packet consists of the
list of possible paths available to route data to the destination, and the collected values of the parameters of the pathstate for each path. This information is processed by the
source to evaluate the network state. The source gives qualifications to each one of the paths in order to classify them.
The qualifications are obtained by comparing those values
with certain thresholds for each one of the QoS parameters. In previous versions of MMDSR [6] these thresholds
were fixed, but in this improved version they are dynamically computed as a function of the network state. This
computation is described in section 4.

3.2.2

Hello Messages

Periodic Hello Messages (HM) help to compute two parameters that are used in the algorithm: Reliability Metric (RM)
and Mobility Metric (MM). HM are sent once a second by
nodes that belong to any path involved in a video transmission, in order to achieve continuous monitoring of the
perceived signal strength of the neighbouring nodes. Once
a HM is received, the reception node computes the SNR
(Signal to Noise Ratio) regarding the received packet and
attaches this value to a Hello Message Reply (HMR), which
is sent back to the source of that HM packet.

3.3

QoS parameters computation

3.3.1 Reliability Metric, RMki
We propose to compute a performance measure of the whole
quality of a path by taking SINR (Signal-to-Interference plus
Noise Ratio) measures between consecutive nodes within
path k. For each one of the i iterations of the algorithm
and each k path, we obtain the SIN Rjk,i values of each j
node within respect the j-1 node on the downstream path
from source to destination, and we assign qualifications xk,i
j
as follows:
According to simulation results in ns-2 [8] under several
packet loss scenarios in MANET, we have set the SINR
thresholds to classify links in (3) by measuring the fraction lost parameter obtained from the RR-RTCP feedback
packet for different SINR values. Besides, we have used the
results of [9] that relate the MOS (Mean Opinion Score), a
well-known subjective QoS parameter, with the fraction lost
parameter. Finally, the SINR thresholds have been set as
shown in (3).
We compute the mean qualification of the whole path k,
k
RMmean
, applying the geometric average of all the partial

If 15dB ≤ SIN Rjk,i < 25dB, then xk,i
=2
j
If 10dB ≤ SIN Rjk,i < 15dB, then xk,i
=1
j
If SIN Rjk,i < 10dB, then xk,i
=0
j
(3)
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) < RMmean
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k
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If ( 1 · fRM
< RMmean
≤ 1.5 · fRM
) then RMki = 1
k
i−1
If (RMmean
≤ 1 · fRM
) then RMki = 0

(5)

The final qualifications for each one of the available paths
i
is
k during iteration i, are assigned as in (5), where fRM
a function that changes dynamically throughout time depending on the state of the network. It is detailed in section
4.

3.3.2 Mobility Metric, M Mki
Each node X detects the received signal power RxP rY →X
from its neighbour Y (which belongs to one of the available paths from source to destination) from successive packet
transmissions (periodic “Hello” messages).
Once this value has been returned to the original node of
the Hello Message, each local qualification for the relative
mobility metric is computed as follows:
"„
i
MX

=E

RxP rYi →X
10log10
RxP rYi−1
→X

«2 #
(6)

i
A low value for MX
means that the X node is relatively less
mobile than its neighbours, while a high value shows that
X moves more than their neighbours. A path whose nodes
have a lower aggregate relative mobility will be preferred in
front of other paths whose nodes have a high global value
of mobility. Then, next time that a Probe Message arrives
at node X, the node will append the current value of its
i
mobility metric qualification, MX
.

vki

k,i
i−1
i
If ( MX
< 0.02 · fM
=3
M ) then M Mj

(1 − α) · vki−1 + α · vki sample

=

k,i
i−1
i−1
i
If ( 0.02 · fM
=2
M ≤ MX < 0.08 · fM M ) then M Mj
i−1
where vki−1 (staning for pi−1
y jki−1 respectively) are
k , dk
the values computed in the previous iteration.

k,i
i−1
i−1
i
If ( 0.08 · fM
=1
M ≤ MX < 0.5 · fM M ) then M Mj
k,i
i−1
i
If ( MX
≥ 0.5 · fM
=0
M ) then M Mj

(7)

After this, the destination computes the global qualification
of the mobility metric for that path k. We propose to compute a mobility measure of each path this way: for each
i
path k we obtain the MX
values of each node X within that
path using (6). After that, we assign qualifications to each
i
node j within path k as in (7), where fM
M is a function
that changes dynamically as a function of the state of the
network (see section 4).
Finally, we compute the aritmethic mean from the M Mjk,i
values for each node j to obtain a measure of the mobility
of path k, during iteration i of the algorithm, M Mki .
0
M Mki = @

j=Lik −1

X

i

i−1

If ( vX < 0.4 · fpdj · vM AX ) M v
If ( 0.4 ·
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fpdj

· vM AX ≤

i
If ( vX

> 0.8 ·

i
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fpdj
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· vM AX ) M v

k,i

k,i

=1

=0
(10)

1
M Mjk,i A /Lik

(8)

j=1

3.3.3 Hop Metric, hik
We obtain a measure regarding the metric of the distance,
from himax (the number of hops of the longest path), and
himin (the number of hops of the shortest path) in the current
algorithm iteration i. This way, qualifications regarding the
lengths of the paths (i.e. Hop Metric M hik ) are obtained as
in (9). This way, we assign higher scores to shorter paths.
Shorter paths are preferred, as fewer losses will take place
due to contention for the medium.
himax −himin
3
himax − himin

3.3.5

End-to-end bandwidth BW eki

The PM packet also collects BW eik , which is the end-toend available bandwidth for each one of the k paths. It
corresponds to the bandwidth ot the bottleneck link (i.e. the
link with lower bandwidth) within the path. Qualifications
are applied to each path as follows:

i

i−1

k,i

If ( BW ek > 1.2 · fBW · BWmin ) M BWj
i−1
If ( fBW

· BWmin ≤

i
BW ek

i
If ( BW ek

<

≤ 1.2 ·

i−1
·fBW

i−1
fBW

· BWmin

=2
k,i

· BWmin ) M BWj
k,i
M BWj

=1

=0
(11)

being BWmin the minimum bandwidth required to transmit
the video stream. This way, we assign a higher score when
i
the available bandwidth is higher. Again, fBW
is a dynamic
function that reflects the changes in the network state (see
section 4).

Ai = himax −
Bi = himax − 2 ·

Finally, qualifications will be applied to each path depending
on the values of these parameters, as it is shown in equation
i
(10), which is a shared equation to compute vX
corresponding to losses M pik , delay M dik and delay jitter M jki for each
path k. In (10) vM AX corresponds to the user’s requirements
expressed in (1), i.e. vM AX equals pM AX , dM AX , jM AX , rei
spectively. fpdj
is a function that adapts to the network
state (see section 4).

3
If Ai < hik ≤ himax , then M hik = 0
If Bi ≤ hik ≤ Ai , then M hik = 1
If himin ≤ hik < Bi , then M hik = 2

3.4
(9)

3.3.4 pik , dik y jki computation
Once the PMR packet arrives at the source node, this node
gets the values for losses, delay and jitter which have been
sampled in each path. With these sampled values, the source
node computes the losses pik , delay dik , delay jitter jki for
each k path in the current i iteration. We apply EWMA
(Exponentially Weighted Moving Average) filters, with a low
value for the α coeficient (e.g. 0.125) to give more relevance
to the historical values in front of the instantaneous ones
and to let parameters evolve in a smooth way:

Path classification

Once the available paths which fulfils the user’s requirements
set in (2) have been selected, the algorithm arranges these
paths by checking sequentially the qualifications of the parameters as follows in the next list. Finally, the source selects the number of paths required by the multipath routing
scheme.
1. RMki + M Mki .
2. M hik .
3. M BWki .
4. M pik + M jki .
5. M dik .

Among several posibilities to configure this list, we have chosen the RM and MM to be the most important parameters
to classify paths. The reason is that for video-streaming services the most reliable and stable paths are preferred. Delay,
jitter and losses are not so determinant metrics.

N Statei = wRM · RM i + wM M · M M i + wBW e · BW ei +
+wp · M pi + wd · M di + wj · M j i + wh · M hi
(12)

wRM + wM M + wBW e + wp + wd + wj + wh = 1

4.

DYNAMISM IN THE OPERATION TO IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE

So far, our framework was operating with a fixed period of
10 seconds per iteration of the algorithm. The thresholds to
classify paths according to the QoS parameters were also
fixed and heuristically set after carrying out several representative simulations. Nevertheless, due to the inherent
characteristics of MANETs, the network topology is highly
dynamic. Hence, the designed framework should be dynamic
as well. Only a few works have been done following this line,
i.e. [10]. We foresee that a dynamic design will considerable
improve the service performance. To achieve this dynamism,
our system has to be able to adapt its configuration to the
different network situations it can face. As the state of an
ad hoc network can vary considerably throughout time, the
framework has to adjust itself in order to offer always the
best available paths for the transmission. Besides, it has to
be able to classify paths properly. We realized that with a
static configuration in some scenarios the protocol is not able
to act correctly in front of congested situations. If no adaptation is done, in high load traffic situations all the paths
would obtain bad values in their qualifications. The reason
is the lack of sufficient granularity that makes the system
unable to distinguish paths. In addition, if the period of the
algorithm is fixed, the amount of traffic overhead generated
is the same either under low traffic and low mobility situations than in saturated conditions. To tackle these issues,
in this paper we have designed a-MMDSR, an improvement
of our previous proposal s-MMDSR [6]. The main novelty
of this work is to transform the fixed network parameters in
dynamic ones, so that our framework is able to adapt itself
according to the network dynamism. The adaptation is fulfilled applying a correction factor to adjust dynamically the
thresholds to assign qualifications. This correction factor
varies as a function of the collected values of the quality parameters of the paths. With this dynamic adjustment of the
thresholds the granularity and resolution to classify paths
increases and thus, the system is able to classify paths better. Besides, depending on the qualifications obtained for
the paths (i.e. depending on the network state) the iteration period of the algorithm will be modified (lower period
for bad global qualifications of the paths and higher period
for good qualifications). This way, lower overhead is produced under stable and favourable situations, while under
high mobility situations new paths are needed sooner as the
topology varies frequently.
To achieve this goal, we have analyzed the static version
s-MMDSR working under different network situations. We
have defined a new parameter called NState, which gives
information about the global network state. This value is
defined as follows:

(13)

The average values of each parameter in (12) are the average
qualifications obtained for all the paths in iteration i of the
algorithm. The wx values correspond to the weighting values for each parameter, and they have to add the unit (13).
Depending on the relevance we want to give to each parameter in the algorithm, weights will have a higher or lower
value. Once the source has received the PMR packets and
has processed all the information, it computes the NState as
defined in (12). The variation of this parameter throughout
time depends directly on the qualifications obtained for the
paths and therefore on the variations of the network. We
have modified the thresholds in the algorithm parameters,
so that they vary depending on NState following a set of
functions which are described in next section.

4.1

Dynamic thresholds to qualify paths

We make our framework adapts dynamically to the network
conditions by means of a set of linear funtions which will
modify the thresholds in the algorithms. These functions
depend on NState, which tracks the global state of the network as (12) shows. Equation (14) shows the function for
each QoS parameter: Reliability Metric, Mobility Metric,
losses, delay, jitter and available bandwidth.

i+1
fRM
= 0.4 · N Statei + 0.6,
i+1
i
fM
M = −0.6 · N State + 2
i+1
fpdj
= −0.4 · N Statei + 1.5
i+1
fBW
= 0.12 · N Statei + 0.9

(14)
We have designed these parameters after carrying out a
high number of simulations under a wide range of situations
where the network performance was good, normal and bad.
These functions have an initial value of 1 and they evolve
throughout time iteration by iteration. The parameter h regarding the hop counter is not involved in the dynamism of
the algorithm, as no changes are produced in this parameter
due to fluctuations in NState. The dynamism behaviour has
been introduced in the period of the algorithm as well. In
a similar way as with the parameters, the period has been
established in dynamic mode by using a linear function that
depends on NState:

M M DSRperiod = 10 · N State + 3

(15)

Notice since the range of values for RM and MM is [0,3] and
for BW, Mp, Md, Mj and Mh are [0,2], the M M DSRperiod

Table 1: Simulation settings.
Area
Number of nodes
Max. nodes speed
Transmission range
Movement pattern
MAC specification
Bandwidth
Simulaton time
Video codification
Video rate
Transport protocol
Maximum packet size
Multipath scheme
Queue size
Video sources
wx
Interferent CBR traffic rate
Channel noise

400x400 m
80
10m/s
70m
Random Waypoint
IEEE 802.11b
11 Mbps
250s
MPEG-2 VBR
150 Kbps
RTP/RTCP/UDP
1500 bytes
N=3
80 packets
1
1/7
150 Kbps
-92 dBm

Figure 2: Packet losses evolution for DSR, sMMDSR and a-MMDSR.

is a value somewhere between [3, 25.85] seconds. Once all
the dynamic thresholds in the algorithm have been brought
up to date, their values are stored and they will be applied
in the next iteration of the algorithm.

5.

SIMULATION RESULTS

We have carried out simulations with the well known open
source network simulator, ns-2 v2.27 [8]. The whole system
has been implemented in it and different ad hoc network
scenarios have been analyzed emulating real environments
where video-streaming services are used. The main simulation settings are shown in Table 1. We have compared the
performance of our new framework a-MMDSR with respect
to our previous version s-MMDSR and with respect to the
well known routing protocol DSR.
In the simulations there is a single flow of video between two
nodes. The communication is disturbed by an interferent
CBR traffic. As we can see in Table 1 we have given the
same relevance to all the QoS parameters involved in the
computation of NState, i.e. wx = 1/7 in (12).
In Figure 2 the evolution of the packet losses is shown. Now
we can perceive again that both MMDSR protocols outperform DSR, but also that a-MMDSR performs better than
s-MMDSR. Here, the dynamic adaptation of the thresholds
and the period of the algorithm has been the key to achieve
these good results.
Regarding the quality of the video received, Figure 3 depicts
the PSNR obtained at different moments over the simulation
using [11], to have an objective measure of the subjective
performance in the user-level. As we can see, the higher
PSNR is obtained with a-MMDSR.
In Figure 4 we can see how the iteration period of a-MMDSR
is higher than the iteration period of s-MMDSR, which was
fixed to 10 seconds. As long as a-MMDSR is able to distinguish the paths correctly, there is no need to decrease the
period of the algorithm iteration. Using a higher period,
the traffic due to overhead is lower in a-MMDSR than in

Figure 3: PSNR evolution for DSR, s-MMDSR and
a-MMDSR.
s-MMDSR, as Table 2 shows. Although in both MMDSR
cases the overhead is higher than with standard DSR, it is
worthwhile as the operation is better. The overhead traffic
in MMDSR includes standard DSR engine control packets
and the MMDSR monitorization packets.
In the simulations, there is a video source node (#0) which
sends a video flow to a desination node (#20) using a multipath scheme with 3 paths. In Table 3 we can see all the available routes discovered in an iteration between source and
destination using MMDSR, and the path qualifications obtained for both protocols s-MMDSR and a-MMDSR. Those
path qualifications simply are the addition of all the partial qualifications, i.e. RM, MM, MBW, Md, Mp, Mj and
Mh. Notice that a-MMDSR has finer granularity to classify
paths than s-MMDSR. This way we are able to distinguish
the best three paths from all the available paths. With sMMDSR there is a virtual draw between three paths that
have obtained the highest qualification, i.e. 15. On the
other hand, as a-MMDSR adapts dynamically to the network state, there is a higher resolution to qualify paths, and
the marks obtained are different enough so that the algorithm is able to distinguish those paths. Finally, paths are

work, seeking to decrease the amount of overhead traffic in
stable and low loaded networks, whereas improving the performance under saturated networks.
As immediate work, it would be interesting to evaluate the
system performance using the MAC IEEE 802.11e specification, which is focused to offer certain QoS levels over ad hoc
networks. This MAC specification uses four different priority queues with different values for MAC access parameters,
which we could make adapt to the network state.
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Figure 4: MMDSR period algorithm evolution for
s-MMDSR and a-MMDSR.
Table 2: Signaling overhead.
DSR
s-MMDSR
a-MMDSR

0.4 %
6.5 %
5.2 %

arranged according to section 3.4 and the results show that
the final performance is improved.

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this article we have proved that the dynamic version of
our protocol a-MMDSR outperforms the static version sMMDSR of our proposal. Simulation results demonstrate
the effectiveness of our approach by providing less percentage of losses suffered by the video flows whereas less traffic due to overhead is introduced and a better PSNR is
achieved.
In a situation where practically all the paths obtained very
similar qualifications with s-MMDSR, a-MMDSR is able
to distinguish the good paths from the bad ones. This is
achieved because a-MMDSR auto-modifies the thresholds of
its parameters properly. Also, the period between iterations
of the algorithm varies depending on the state of the net-

Table 3: Path qualifications.
Route
[0 30 4 20 ]
[0 62 77 11 20 ]
[0 35 34 12 20 ]
[0 39 14 20 ]
[0 31 9 15 20 ]
[0 23 7 17 20 ]
[0 23 19 20 ]
[0 33 8 6 20 ]

s-MMDSR
15
15
15
14
14
13
13
11

a-MMDSR
18
17
14
12
11
9
8
4
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